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AMERICANA HOLD
ON AMERICA

Fists fly around the room. The woman 
before me is sweating profusely, 
breathing hard and waiting for me to 

punch harder, faster. The shouted instruc-
tions--“Keep your fists elevated! Protect 
the face area always. Remember the punch 
sequence 1-2-1”--trigger some dormant part 
of my psyche and my tired arms get a second 
wind. The sun’s mid-morning rays stream 
through the windows and reflect off the 
room’s padded octagon and boxing ring.  

Renewed interest in this sport started 
in 2009, after conversations with Cung Le, 
the movie star owner of Cung Le Universal 
Strength Headquarters, who is well known 
in Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) circles for his 
skill, and, for defeating MMA veteran, Frank 
Shamrock. Wimps need not apply in this 
arena... my 5th MMA class is a confusing, 
arduous task and was undertaken to write 
about this sport from firsthand experience.  
Beacon Hill Athletic Club’s (BHAC) North 
Station location in Boston, MA, has  
transformed part of its facility into a MMA 
haven. The gym’s location right across from 
the Garden is ideal. 

In Massachusetts, MMA was welcomed 
with open arms as MMA fights generate 
plenty of revenue for the respective  
organization, fighters, merchandising arms 
and the surrounding bars. TD Garden in 
Boston wants this business. This is what 
my research tells me: MMA is getting bigger 
and money talks. In many respects, MMA is 
a gritty sport with its well-earned bad-ass 
image. Gone are the days of no coverage, 
scant mainstream interest, no sponsorship 
money filling the coffers, and being  
considered a fringe sport for angry men.  

The MMA world is filled with enough 
Shakespearean rivalry, grudges, hard knock 
beginnings, and relationships gone bad to 
rival many an angst filled Korean soap opera. 
Kazushi “Gracie Hunter” Sakuraba is a skilled 
fighter and has bested four members of the 
Gracie clan: Royler, Royce, Renzo and Ryan. 
Ken Shamrock is famously estranged from 
his adopted brother Frank Shamrock. Their 
adopted father, Bob Shamrock, passed away 
in January 2010, and was a father figure to 
many boys like Ken and Frank who came 

from troubled  
backgrounds.  
Yoshihiro Akiyama’s  
2006 win against  
Kazushi Sakuraba  
caused an uproar in  
Japan; he later admitted  
to applying lotion to his  
body and was disqualified 
and his prize money revoked.  
Incidentally, Yoshihiro Akiyama  
was born Choo Sung-hoon and is  
a Japanese of Korean descent. 

Not surprisingly, there are plenty of 
Asian and Asian-American MMA fighters 
in the scene seeking ways to complement 
their MMA skills. Given the potential for 
injury, popular MMA fighters are becoming 
their own “brand” perhaps in preparation 
for the days when active competition is no 
longer possible due to injury. MMA fighters 
are a versatile bunch: South Korean fighter, 
Hong-Man “Techno Goliath” Choi, also sings 
and acts. Cung Le acts and owns a gym. 
Yoshihiro Akiyama owns a gym in Tokyo 
and appeared in Nike commercials in Japan. 
Aaron Petruccelli (who is Korean/Italian), 
from Methuen, MA, is currently getting  
a graduate degree from UMass. He said,  
“I could see myself in the next fifteen years 
owning my own gym and playing the role of  
a coach when I am no longer able to fight.”

MMA fighters are rewarded for unleashing 
a primal rawness. The combination of fame, 
money, ego and pain are a sure fire way to 
birth rivalries and deepen existing hatreds. 
This sport is one of the closest modern  
iterations of the ancient gladiator spectacles 
and comes with sweat, blood and injuries. 
The mélange of various martial arts and 
fighting techniques add to the “whatever 
goes” visual presented to spectators. Love  
it or hate it, this sport is not going away.  
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